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Conversational AI
Quick Background
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Open-ended 
(chit-chat)

Goal-oriented

Slot-filling & 
Rule-based

Data/Corpus Driven

End-to-end Trained



Motivation

● Real world conversations are 
influenced by characteristics 
and attributes of the speakers

● No open datasets for analyzing 
this problem!

Personalization of a dialog 
system’s response based on who 

it is interacting with



Contributions

1. New dataset of goal-oriented dialogs influenced by speaker profiles

2. Modified Memory Network architecture to tackle personalization

3. Analysis of personalization as a multi-task learning problem



bAbI Dialog 
Tasks

Framework to test end-to-end trained 
dialogue systems in goal oriented 
conversation (Restaurant reservation)

● Restaurant KB - location, 
cuisine, price range, rating, etc; 
queried by API calls

● User can say something in 4 
different ways, bot has a unique 
way to reply

● Evaluation based on 
per-response accuracy 
(Discriminative models)



Full dialog is broken down into 
subtasks which test crucial skills-

1. Issuing API calls - dialog state tracking

2. Updating API calls - dialog state tracking

3. Displaying options - using KB facts

4. Providing information - using KB facts

5. Conducting a full dialog



Personalized 
bAbI Dialog Tasks
by altering bot utterance patterns and KB entities



Given a user’s 

profile

1. Alter speech style based on gender 
and age

➢ Forming associations between language 

concepts (formality, precision) and user 
attributes

2. Personalize suggestions based on 
dietary preferences, favorite food 
item, etc.

➢ Perform reasoning, ranking and retrieval based 
on combination of user attributes and variable 
parameters from conversation history

in addition to the original goals of 
the bAbI tasks, the bot must:





Memory Networks
for Dialog
At each turn of dialog, iteratively read from and reason over 
conversation history to produce a response



Generic Architecture
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Memory Network 
with 

Split Memory Architecture





Experimental Results

Per-response accuracy:



- Able to use profile information to personalize speech style

Visualizing Attention

Predictions by standard Memory Networks



- Able to track dialog state



- Unable to personalize reasoning/retrieval over KB facts



Split Memory 
Architecture

➢ Attention to user’s 

profile makes sense

➢ Can interpret facts 

and  context from 

conversation history



https://github.com/chaitjo/

personalized-dialog



What’s next
Dataset

Models

Evaluation



Thank you!
Questions?

Contact me

chaitjo.github.io

github.com/chaitjo

linkedin.com/chaitjo

chaitjo@gmail.com


